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What a sorry lot we all were two years ago this month:
consumers had lost their government; you had lost a movement; I
had lost my job.
We were like Tom Lehrer's sad-sack "Folk-song Army" -- we
had all the good songs -- but we had lost all the battles.
Speaker after speaker in that January gloom prayed for
better times -- but feared for the worst.

And the worst, or much

of the worst, happened.
Throughout the breadth of the Federal government, the Reagan
administration brewed a poisonous admixture of crude freemarket
ideology and corporate sycophancy.
Consumers were bugs on the Reagan windshield of regulatory
removal.

With all the subtlety of Jane Byrne clearing the

snowbound streets of Chicago in an election year, the Reagan
regulators set to work plowing up the national framework of
regulation: sound or unsound, essential to consumer life, limb
and economic security or frivolous; burdensome or benign.
(Though they have been far more timid in attacking those forms of
regulation such as shipping and trucking which enjoy potent
business support.)
In New York City when the cops in their patrol cars at night
pull into a quiet corner, pull their caps down over their eyes,
and nap; they call it "cooping."

Well, throughout Washington's

regulatory agencies -- Reagan's cops are cooping!
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Is it because business crime, fraud, neglect and
overreaching have vanished?

u.s.

Hardly.

I
I

Witness the September 1982J

News and world Report expose entitled, "Corporate Crime: Th~
I

Untold Story."
Recession brings many ills, not the least of which are
heightened pressures and temptations for distressed businessmen,
whose very economic survival may be at stake, to cut ethical
corners, shade the truth, hang tough on the small print.

When a

consumer now complains about a product defect or warranty
failure, it's "No more, Mr. Nice Guy."
The monthly total of consumer complaints to the Better
Business Bureau in Denver rose, in one year of the recession,
from 5,000 to more than 14,000.

In Seattle, a

u.s.

Food and Dr

Administration official complained, "Since the Federal Trade
Commission cut back on its enforcement activities, I've never
before seen such blatant claims in advertising."

And when

antitrust chiefs William Baxter and James Miller announced to th
world they would stop the

~

se laws against retail price-fixin

on the theory they are economically irrational, mass retailers
warned this "nonsensical" policy "has the potential for killing
the discount industry," which is so critically important to
consumers in these hard economic times.

Summing all this up, a

prominent Washington attorney said, "My clients don't worry abou
obeying the law anymore because they know the FTC won't do
anything."
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When Reagan's regulators were named as neo-visigoths
il

methodically sacking Washington, did they deny it?

~

life!

They embraced the

visigoth~

Not on your

as ancient soul brothers:

peaceful, productive people, tired of a meddling aggressive
government," insisted the FTC's director of public affairs.
1,

"a

The

visigoths were provoked irito "one final and successful revolt."
Sacking Rome?
of the Roman empire?

Raging and ravaging the entire eastern half
In the immortal words spoken by Zero

Mastel, "raping thrace thrice?"

This was a peaceful pastoral

people?
Perhaps we do injustice to the visigoths.

One wonders if

even the visigoths would have been the lone tribe to hold out
·c

against the world Health Organization's efforts to restrain the
crude promotion of infant formula in underdeveloped countries
where it poses severe public health risks to undernourished
babies.
I have no intention of spoiling your digestion by

.~

, chronicling the consumer miseries of the Reagan administration
partly because it is hard to do justice to such injustice in so
short a spacei partly because their misdeeds leap out from every
newspaper and broadcast channeli but mostly because they are
inexorably passing into richly deserved historical obscurity.
I pause only briefly to note that in two years Reagan's
consumer leadership at the new FTC has succeeded in transforming
the Washington Post's pet image for errant regulators from
"National Nanny" to "Gyro-Gearloose."
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Do you remember Gyro-Gearloose? The Washington Post
remembers.

He was Walt Disney's "impractical intellectual":

••• The giant goose, with glasses about to fall off
his nose and vest askew, who was always inventing
some new and utterly useless gadget.
In the Gyro-Gearloose tradition, Mr. Muris, (the
FTC's bureau director for consumer protection)
produces exotic theories that seem to make perfectsense until you start thinking how they would work
in the real world.
I have a modest example.

Last month Chairman John Dingell

of the House Commerce Oversight Subcommittee called the FTC on
the carpet to account for its record under Reagan as the dormant
doormat of regulatory agencies.
Among other curiosities, the Subcommittee investigators had
found that the FTC's Seattle Regional Office had been all set to
insist upon the recall of an allegedly defective survival suit,
worn by oil rig workers and seamen working on rough seas.
"Wait!" cried a Commission economist, responding in
Gyro-Gearloose economics, FTC style.

Maybe there will be a few

drownings; then a few lawsuits; who knows, the market in survival
suits may well be self-correcting.

Recall negotiations were

halted until the existence of the investigation leaked.

It may

be one of the few times in modern history in which it took a leak
to repair a leak.
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Congressman Albert Gore, outraged, asked Chairman Miller:
If market forces in the form of lawsuits by
surviving widows and children will eventually
remedy the problem after enough people have died,
is that something that can substitute for the
activities of the Commission?
Mr. Miller:
It depends on the circumstances.

Shortly after the public hearing, the company voluntarily
recalled its suits for repair.
:t

Keen Congressional oversight,

led by John Dingell and Al Gore, had triumphed.

Meanwhile the

FTC is still plodding along, investigating.
A goodly number of Reagan's regulators have now spent two
:o

years doing to the public precisely that which in private
incarnations (as lawyers, flacks, lobbyists and business
cheerleaders) they tried to do to the government.

Others are

plainly honest, if limited, men and women, who truly believe that
business liberated from odious government constraints will follow
;a.

justice and fair dealing all of its days.
It is difficult to separate these true believers from those
who pursue deregulation out of ties to past corporate employers
and the promise of future rewards -- and not just in heaven.

But

the damages each inflicts on the consumer interest are
indistinguishable.
As if Reagan's recalcitrant regulators weren't bad news
enough, a new Congress led by business PAC-horses seemed ready to
do in the consumer interest by undoing any consumer rules left
standing by Reagan.
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The congressional Democrats, our last fond hope, served
notice of their deep commitment to the ordinary citizen, by
outbidding David Stockman in tax ·giveaways to the unordinary
citizens of wealth, influence and privilege.
The 97th Congress went downhill from there, hitting a
historic low note with its veto of the FTC's pale shadow of a
used-car warranty rule.

By November of last year the House was

poised, with 219 proud cosponsors, to perform what Senator

time the Commission's authority to prosecute antitrust violation
and consumer fraud among any professionals smart enough to earn
graduate degrees and politically organized enough to secure a
state license.
Then something happened.
On September

23, 1982, voters in the Republican congressional primary got mad
at Gary Lee.

Now Gary Lee's name was not exactly a household

word, even in his own congressional district.

But thanks to

Common Cause and Congress Watch, the folks in Syracuse learned
that Gary Lee was the champion of both the used car dealers and
proudly took their PAC money.
Lee's defeat "sends a message," said the New York Times.
"Opportunistic congressmen who flack for special economic
interests may wind up paying with their jobs."
"We couldn't have said it better ourselves," echoed Lee's
home district Syracuse Post-Standard.
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Warre~

Rudman called a "frontal lobotomy" on the FTC -- erasing for all

Up in Syracuse, here's what the people did.

I

(.

And out on Long Island in Smithtown, here is what the people
did.

Volunteer canvassers for the Citizens/Labor Energy

Coalition knocked on 30,000 doors asking: "Did you know that your
Congressman, John LeBoutillier, took campaign contributions from
oil companies and voted to take the lid off natural gas prices
next winter?"
And conservative Smithtown, which went 60 percent for
LeBoutillier in 1980, went 61 percent for challenger Robert
:e

Mrazak, an unabashed consumer advocate, in 1982.
And down in North Carolina, here is what they did:

)[

retired three of Jesse's boys.

They

The defeat of one, William M.

Hendon, especially warmed the hearts of the National Council of
Senior Citizens and the American Association of Retired Persons.
Hendon had vowed to sink the Commission's Funeral Cost
Disclosure Rule.
That he came from a long line of family funeral directors,
he said, only heightened his appreciation of the FTC's outrageous
meddling in innocent commerce.
Now Hendon and others were doubtless defeated by people who
had lots of grievances besides consumer injustice to take up with
Jesse Helms and Ronald Reagan.
But the Chamber of Commerce had targeted 112 "opportunity"
races, designating the candidates who in their hearts they
belie~ed

would do the Chamber's bidding.

Of those 112 Chamber

, candidates, only 50 (45%) won, down from 70 percent in 1980.
And of the 94 congressional candidates endorsed by the
Consumer Federation of America, 77 won, of the 81 members who are
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no longer with us, 60 had worse than average consumer voting
records, in CFA's

judgment~

of the 34 House incumbents who lost,

31 voted to veto the Used Car Rule.
In 1981, the late Washington Star thought it detected in th~
Reagan landslide a "public howl" of indignation against consumer
regulation.

Yet in 1982, no sitting congressman or senator was

ousted for defending consumer, environmental, health or safety
regulation and no challenger rode to victory decrying regulation

i

as the chief bane and scourge of our society.

i
i

Now it would appear that Congress, if not Reagan, would havd
received a clear message from the electorate in November.
Perhaps, it did.
When the Congress reconvened after the election, a broad
bipartisan coalition in the House led by Jim Florio, John
Dingell, Jim Broyhill and Norman Lent carne within a handful of
votes of stopping the AMA.

This, in the face of the AMA lobby's

earlier success in securing more than half of the House members
as cosponsors of its bill and the medical societies• more than
$3,000,000 in congressional campaign contributions.
Then, on the Senate floor, at 5:15 in the morning of
December 16th, Senator McClure offered the AMA amendment as a
rider to the continuing resolution.

For months Howard

Metzenbaurn, the consumer's Horatio-at-the-bridge, had threatened
to filibuster any attempt to hang the AMA amendment as a rider
a bill on the Senate floor.

Vote counts taken before the

election had suffused the AMA lobbyists with optimism, and here,
in the waning hours of the larneduck session, they were pressing
for a showdown vote.
-8-
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A strong succession of speakers rose to denounce the AMA

'I

amendment:
·.t

Packwood, Gorton, Metzenbaum, Proxmire, Kennedy,

Eagleton, Durenberger, Chafee, Heinz, Levin.

Finally, Warren

Rudman, the Senator from New Hampshire, who had the day before
led a successful fight in the Appropriations Committee against
the McClure amendment spoke:
I noticed something very interesting in the last
week. For the first time in twenty years doctors
are making house calls. They made house calls in
the Dirksen Building, they made house calls in the
Russell Building. They are so concerned about our
health that the reception room is packed with them,
and I say we ought to give the American people a
break.
As they trudge down the steps, discouraged and
disheartened because we did the right thing, as
they get into their Mercedes and Porsches and drive
back to their suites in the Madison, let us give
the American people a break. Let us regulate those
things which need regulation. Let us regulate
anticompetitive practices.
Rudman wisely refrained from adding that the doctors' defeat
would be a bitter pill for the AMA, but a tonic for the consumer
movement.
The AMA amendment lost 59-37.

That lameduck session of the

97th Congress will doubtless go down in history as the "Lame-Doc"
session!
Charlie Peters, the editor of the Washington Monthly, called
the vote:
••• the first step back on the road of the politics
of selfishness.
Mary McGrory added:
••• the lameduck's single shining hour meant so much
to so many. It said, against much contrary
evidence, that money isn't everything.

